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We propose a novel co-clustering algorithm that is based on self-organizing maps (SOMs). The method is applied to group yeast
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) genes according to both expression proﬁles and Gene Ontology (GO) annotations. The combination of multi-
ple databases is supposed to provide a better biological deﬁnition and separation of gene clusters. We compare diﬀerent levels of genome-
wide co-clustering by weighting the involved sources of information diﬀerently. Clustering quality is determined by both general and
SOM-speciﬁc validation measures. Co-clustering relies on a suﬃcient correlation between the diﬀerent datasets. We investigate in various
experiments how much GO information is contained in the applied gene expression dataset and vice versa. The second major contribu-
tion is a visualization technique that applies the cluster structure of SOMs for a better biological interpretation of gene (expression) clus-
terings. Our GO term maps reveal functional neighborhoods between clusters forming biologically meaningful functional SOM regions.
To cope with the high variety and speciﬁcity of GO terms, gene and cluster annotations are mapped to a reduced vocabulary of more
general GO terms. In particular, this advances the ability of SOMs to act as gene function predictors.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In recent years, DNA microarrays [10] have become the
state-of-the-art method for gene expression analysis and
for understanding the underlying regulatory mechanisms
of the cell. This high-throughput technology enables the
simultaneous monitoring of expression levels for thousands
of gene fragments. An expression proﬁle of a gene describes
the development of its expression level over a time series of
microarray experiments.
The analysis of such a huge amount of data is challeng-
ing. It often requires time-consuming searches through the1532-0464/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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carry out by manual inspection and across the whole gen-
ome. One way of accelerating data analysis is to use data-
driven methods [10,14,2,25]. Typically, clustering
approaches are applied to identify groups of genes with
similar expression patterns and to ﬁnd potentially co-regu-
lated and, thus, biologically related genes. Among these,
hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering, and self-orga-
nizing maps (SOMs) [17,25] are the most popular ones
(see e.g., review by Quackenbush [21]).
The basic underlying assumption of gene expression
analysis is that genes with similar expression proﬁles are
more likely to have similar biological function. However,
sequential analysis by ﬁrst clustering genes using gene
expression data only and then assigning biological function
1 GO annotations include biological processes here in the ﬁrst place, but
will also be referred to as biological functions in a more general sense.
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necessarily provide the best possible grouping by biological
function. It is easy to observe genes with similar expression
proﬁles in the same cluster that do not share biological sim-
ilarity and, vice versa, genes known to share similar func-
tions which end up in diﬀerent expression clusters.
Conventional clustering algorithms based solely on expres-
sion data, may not handle such borderline cases (or biolog-
ical noise in general) suﬃciently.
One way to reduce arbitrariness and resolve ambiguities
during gene expression clustering is to integrate a certain
amount of prior biological knowledge from other data
resources directly into the clustering algorithm. Using addi-
tional sources of information for clustering genes (co-clus-
tering) is supposed to cluster borderline cases more
correctly and to level out noise and errors. In doing so,
gene clusters may be (1) better biologically deﬁned, i.e.,
become more meaningful in the biological sense, and (2)
more compact and better separated with respect to both
data sources. Co-clustering is further motivated by a merg-
ing of clusters with rather similar expression proﬁles, i.e.,
by an implicit reduction of the cluster number.
Many entries in bioinformatics databases, including
sequences or gene expression proﬁles, are associated with
biological annotations from natural language. Human-
made information is diﬃcult to interpret computationally
and to use for an automatic data analysis. Ontologies pro-
vide a standard mechanism for capturing biological knowl-
edge in the form of a terminology. The Gene Ontology
(GO) [12] is currently the most popular source for biolog-
ical annotations.
Co-clustering of genes, in particular with respect to
expression proﬁles and biological annotations, is not a
well-investigated ﬁeld of research yet. Hanisch et al. [15]
map genes to components of biological networks (metabol-
ic pathways) and derive a distance function from their posi-
tion in the network. This distance is combined with a gene
expression distance and incorporated into hierarchical clus-
tering. One drawback is that the network has to be known
which is usually not the case. Cheng et al. [3] introduce a
co-clustering approach that is based on hierarchical clus-
tering as well, but uses the sum of gene expression distance
and a GO-based distance as a simple weighting. The
authors demonstrate their method by means of a
small-scale clustering example and found a better biologi-
cal clustering of borderline cases manually by visual inspec-
tion. Speer et al. [23] incorporate biological knowledge into
an evolutionary clustering algorithm by weighting the
inﬂuence of gene expression and GO information equally.
However, the authors do not provide evidence of how their
co-clustering method compares to standard clustering.
This paper presents a co-clustering approach based on
self-organizing maps. SOMs denote a probabilistic cluster-
ing method that imposes a neighborhood structure on the
clusters. Our method combines the center-based clustering
of standard SOMs with a representative-based clustering.
The latter deﬁnes the notion of functional centers whichare derived from genes (and their associated GO terms)
in each cluster. The success of combined clustering strongly
depends on how the distance functions of the diﬀerent
clustering objectives are integrated. We favor a two-level
cluster selection where the nearest cluster according to
GO distance is selected among the m best matching clusters
according to gene expression distance. By adjusting param-
eter m, we compare diﬀerent levels of co-clustering yeast
genes with respect to both their expression proﬁles and
their biological (GO) annotations,1 ranging from pure
expression-based to pure annotation-based clustering.
Automated large-scale validation of clustering is per-
formed using measures that reﬂect general clustering qual-
ities or more SOM-speciﬁc features. Questions of particular
interest are (1) how much additional GO information has
to be provided to produce the best clustering of genes
and (2) how much GO information is already contained
in the applied gene expression data. Both questions are
addressed in the paper in several ways.
The idea of co-clustering relies on the assumption that
there is at least a minimum of correlation between the mul-
tiple sources of information. By means of diﬀerent analysis
and visualization techniques, which are supposed to pro-
vide diﬀerent insights into the data, we are trying to quan-
tify and give an impression of the amount of mutual
information in both databases.
Besides the clustering algorithm, appropriate visualiza-
tion techniques are essential for the biological interpreta-
tion of gene clusters. Clusterings of expression proﬁles are
often represented by, so called, heat maps [10]. The expres-
sion vectors of all genes in a cluster are arranged in a matrix
such that each column is labeled by a certain time point.
Each matrix position (expression value) is assigned a certain
color which ranges from saturated red (gene up-regulated)
to saturated green (gene down-regulated). One alternative
representation that is applied here plots the average expres-
sion proﬁle for each cluster [25]. Such a visualization is espe-
cially suited for SOMs to better reﬂect a potentially higher
degree of relationship between adjacent clusters.
Several visual data mining tools, e.g., MappFinder [7] or
NetAﬀx [4], are available that link information from gene
expression data to the graph structure of theGeneOntology.
In contrast to such approaches, we utilize the SOM structure
for a technique named GO term maps to visualize the func-
tional information in and between gene expression clusters.
Due to the high complexity of the Gene Ontology, which
aims to classify genes according to their highest speciﬁcity,
theremay bemany diﬀerentGO terms per cluster. Therefore,
all GO terms associated with a gene are ﬁrst mapped to a
more concise and general GO vocabulary, called GO Slim.
The frequency distribution of these high-level annotations
gives a clearer functional image of a SOM cluster and its
functional relationship to other clusters than is possible with
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technique is especially interesting when clustering many
genes and for genome-wide analyses.
Assigning function to newly discovered gene sequences
is an important goal of biosciences today. Diﬀerent (most-
ly) unsupervised [10,27] and supervised methods [2,14,18]
have been proposed for predicting the function of
unknown genes from their expression proﬁle. The cluster
neighborhood in SOMs may improve gene function predic-
tion such that genes of unknown function may not only be
associated with known functions of other genes from the
same cluster—which biologically may not be the most cor-
rect one—but also with functions of genes in adjacent clus-
ters. Compared to unstructured clustering, this oﬀers a
higher potential of revealing new relationships for both
uncharacterized and characterized genes.
Besides introducing the diﬀerent techniques outlined
above, the major contributions of this paper may be sum-
marized as follows:
(1) By co-clustering of GO annotations and gene expres-
sion proﬁles it is possible to achieve a better biologi-
cal clustering of genes while still maintaining a
comparatively high quality of gene expression
clustering.
(2) GO similarity and gene expression distance are (at
least weakly) correlated. This indicates a suﬃcient
amount of common information in the applied
datasets.
(3) By using a general cluster validity index to measure
functional clustering qualities, relatively small diﬀer-
ences between a pure gene expression-based cluster-
ing and a random clustering are revealed. This hints
to a rather low amount of GO information in the
gene expression data.
(4) Our GO term maps show higher functional similari-
ties between neighboring clusters induced solely by
a gene expression clustering. Larger cluster regions
of similar function are clearly distinguishable and
provide biologically reasonable insights, e.g., by clear
separation or by overlapping. These regions give
additional conﬁdence in the correctness of the single
cluster annotations as well as an impression of the
GO information that is contained in the gene expres-
sion data.
(5) Finally, gene function predictions become much less
ambiguous when using the higher-level cluster anno-
tations from the GO term maps instead of all GO
annotations of genes in a cluster.
2. Methods and material
2.1. Gene ontology
The Gene Ontology (GO) has become one of the most
important ontologies in bioinformatics and is maintainedby the Gene Ontology Consortium. It deﬁnes a consistent,
controlled standard vocabulary independently from any
biological species that enables researchers to query across
diﬀerent databases. Today the GO incorporates over
18,000 diﬀerent terms.
The GO terms are structured hierarchically in a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) such that each term, i.e., biological
class, represents a node, and each connecting edge repre-
sents a relationship between terms. Nodes are allowed to
have multiple parents as well as multiple children. There
are two kinds of relationships, is-a relations and part-of
relations, meaning that a child class is either a part-of the
parent class or is-a more speciﬁc variant. The closer a node
(term) is to the root, the more general is its biological class.
The GO comprises three orthogonal taxonomies corre-
sponding to three domains of molecular biology: biological
process (BP), molecular function (MF), and cellular compo-
nent (CC). These are represented by separate disconnected
subgraphs of the root node.
2.2. Datasets
We test our method on the microarray dataset of Spell-
man [24,32] which contains 6178 yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisae) genes and four time series of experiments from
diﬀerent origins. Gene expression levels are given as log
ratios of the measured level and a reference (control) level.
We have used time series cdc15 and cdc28, comprising 24
and 17 experiments, respectively. All expression values in
the dataset are centered around mean value 0 across the
time points.
Gene Ontology annotations have been extracted from
the UniProt database [29]. We restrict ourselves to annota-
tions from the largest of the three branches, the BP branch.
GO Slims are smaller subsets of more general GO terms.
There are diﬀerent GO Slims available for diﬀerent gen-
omes. We use a version for yeast including 32 diﬀerent bio-
logical process annotations in total (see Supplementary
Table 1). The applied dataset [31] from the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD) [30,9] contains a GO Slim term
for each yeast gene products (protein or RNA) and each
GO branch. Due to the graph structure of the GO, the
GO terms for a single gene may map to multiple GO Slim
terms from the same ontology. If two such GO Slim terms
are related, only the child term is chosen. In most cases,
there is only one GO Slim term for each gene.
2.3. Data preprocessing
All experiments documented in this paper are based on
the original Spellman dataset (cdc15 time series) which
suﬀers least from missing values. The cdc28 time series
has been applied for control experiments only.
First, we selected genes with at least one GO term entry
in the UniProt database which describes a biological pro-
cess. The expression proﬁle of each gene in the resulting
total set of 2264 genes has at most 1 missing value. All
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value). Second, we applied a ﬁlter to remove genes with lit-
tle variation in expression across the proﬁle and kept only
the top 50% when ranked according to standard deviation.
The resulting 1130 high variation genes are randomly dis-
tributed on two disjunct subsets, forming training set and
test set in the following experiments.
Further note that for almost all genes (2124) a GO Slim
annotation exists in the applied dataset. In 1852 cases this
term is unique while the rest of the genes is associated with
two (or very rarely three) GO Slim terms.
2.4. Self-organizing maps
Self-organizing maps (SOMs) [17] represent a (non-de-
terministic) machine learning approach to clustering which
applies an unsupervised learning scheme. Some features
make them particularly interesting for clustering gene
expression proﬁles. First, they impose a partial structure
on the clusters, i.e., non-empty SOM locations, and are,
thus, well suited to exploratory data analysis. Second,
unlike hierarchical clustering and k-means clustering,
which are both deterministic2 and operate only locally,
SOMs get less likely stuck in local minima and have a high-
er robustness and accuracy. Third, SOMs facilitate both
visualization and interpretation of the clustering results.
Gibbons and Roth [13] compared diﬀerent clustering meth-
ods for diﬀerent gene expression datasets and distances and
found SOMs to be superior to both hierarchical clustering
and k-means clustering when evaluating the clustering
result by a GO score.
Algorithm 1 describes the basic principle behind self-
organizing maps. SOMs deﬁne a structure on the set of
clusters, e.g., a N · N grid topology, and, thus, deﬁne a dis-
tance between the cluster nodes. Neighboring nodes tend to
represent related clusters. Each node holds a center vector
from k-dimensional data space. Initially the centers are
random and then iteratively adjusted during the training
phase.
Algorithm 1. (standard self-organizing map)
(1) Choose an l-dimensional topology (usually
l 2 {1,2,3}) of cluster nodes.
(2) Initialize the k-dimensional center vector of each clus-
ter randomly.
(3) Training phase:2 Ap(a) For each data point~p ﬁnd the nearest center vec-
tor ~cp in k-dimensional space according to a distance
metric d.
(b) Move ~cp and all centers ~c within its local neigh-
borhood (according to a radius r in the l-dimensional
cluster structure) closer to ~p:~ctþ1 :¼~ct þ a  ð~p ~ctÞ:art from the randomized initialization in k-means clustering.(c) After each epoch t = 1, . . ., tmax: learning rate
at+1 :¼ atDa where Da :¼ a0/tmax, neighborhood
radius rt+1 :¼ rt  Dr where Dr :¼ r0/tmax.
(4) Application phase: Assign each data point to the clus-
ter with the nearest center vector. Result is clustering
C = {C1, . . . ,Cn}.
Each iteration involves randomly selecting a data point
~p and moving the closest center vector a bit in the direction
of~p. Only distance metric d deﬁned on the data space inﬂu-
ences the selection of the closest cluster. Additionally, other
centers are moved whose clusters lie in a local neighbor-
hood on the grid. In this way, nearby points in high-dimen-
sional data space tend to be mapped to close positions in
the low-dimensional cluster topology. Learning rate a
and neighborhood radius r are decreased after each epoch,
i.e., every n iterations where n is the total number of data
points.
2.5. Distance measures
The DAG structure of the GO provides a way of esti-
mating the degree of similarity between two terms. Lord
et al. [20] adapt a couple of similarity and distance mea-
sures—including Resnik [22], Lin [19], and Jiang and Con-
rath [16]—to the Gene Ontology. All measures use the fact
that less frequently used terms are more speciﬁc. The infor-
mation content of a GO term t is deﬁned as the number of
times this term or any of its child terms occur in a certain
database (e.g., Swiss–Prot) and is expressed as a GO term
probability P (t).
As indicated already, terms can share multiple parents.
In this paper, we use the GO similarity measure developed
by Resnik [22] that uses only the information content of the
common parents. Eq. (1) calculates the minimum probabil-
ity among all parent terms (denoted S (t1, t2)) shared by the
two query terms t1 and t2.
sGOðt1; t2Þ :¼  ln min
t2Sðt1;t2Þ
P ðtÞ: ð1Þ
Other measures use both the information content of the
shared parent terms and that of the query terms [16,19].
The GO similarity score can be transformed into a GO
distance:
dGOðt1; t2Þ :¼ minfsGOðt1; t1Þ; sGOðt2; t2Þg  sGOðt1; t2Þ ð2Þ
with dGO(t, t) = 0. We identify the GO distance (GO sim-
ilarity) between two genes g1 and g2 with the minimum dis-
tance (maximum similarity) among all pairs of GO terms
(t1, t2) annotated to these genes:
sGOðg1; g2Þ :¼ max
t12T g1 ;t22T g2
sGOðt1; t2Þ; ð3Þ
dGOðg1; g2Þ :¼ min
t12T g1 ;t22T g2
dGOðt1; t2Þ; ð4Þ
where T gi is the set of all GO terms of gene gi. Note that
with this deﬁnition dGO(g,g) = 0.
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distance functions have been proposed, including Euclide-
an distance and Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient as the
most popular ones. We use the Euclidean distance here
which is argued to be superior with ratio-based data [13].
The Euclidean distance dE between two genes g1 and g2 is
identiﬁed with the distance of their expression vectors ~g1
and ~g2:
dEðg1; g2Þ :¼ k~g1  ~g2k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXn
i¼1
ðg1i  g2iÞ2
s
: ð5Þ
In the following, Euclidean distance dE will be also referred
to as structural distance. As a counterpart, GO distance
dGO between genes [see Eq. (4)] will be refereed to as func-
tional distance. Moreover, depending on whether gene dis-
tance d = dE or d = dGO in Eqs. (10) and (11) we will speak
of Euclidean index IE or GO index IGO, respectively. The
cluster distances deﬁned by Eqs. (10) and (11) will be treat-
ed accordingly.
The structural distance between a gene g and a cluster Ci
is reduced to the Euclidean distance between expression
vector ~g and center vector ~ci in the SOM:
dEðg;CiÞ :¼ k~g  ~cik: ð6Þ
The functional gene–cluster distance is deﬁned by the
average pairwise GO distance between gene g and genes
that have been assigned to cluster Ci, excluding g if it is
in Ci:
dGOðg;CiÞ :¼ 1jCi n fggj
X
gj2Cinfgg
dGOðg; gjÞ: ð7Þ
We distinguish two basically diﬀerent ways of combining
distance functions in co-clustering. The ﬁrst is a simple lin-
ear combination of the two distance functions, i.e., a
weighted sum of dE and dGO:
dwðg;CiÞ :¼ ð1 wÞ  dEðg;CiÞ þ w  dGOðg;CiÞ ð8Þ
with 0 6 w 6 1. The second variant is referred to as two-le-
vel cluster selection. Assume that gene g is supposed to be
added to a clustering C.
(1) All clusters C1, . . . ,Cn are ranked in ascending order
by their Euclidean distance dE(g, Ci) to gene g.
(2) Among the m top ranking clusters the one with min-
imum distance dGO(g, Ci) is selected.
With this approach the functionally closest cluster is select-
ed only among clusters that are already structurally close
(for not too large m). Moreover, cluster selection depends
only on the distance rank, but not directly on the distance
value as with weighting parameter w. Finally, one can inte-
grate both controls into one. That is, among the m top
ranking clusters, the one with minimum weighted distance
dw is selected. In doing so, w < 1 allows a better ﬁne-tuning
of the GO inﬂuence if already m = 2 turns out to be too
high.2.6. Clustering validation methods
Most cluster validation techniques rely on internal fea-
tures only, since, in many cases, additional external infor-
mation is not available. For a literature review of
validation methods that are especially suited for gene
expression clustering we refer to, e.g., Yeung et al. [28]
and Famili et al. [11]. Typical problems that are addressed
in this context include the optimum clustering algorithm,
the optimum choice of the cluster number, and the identi-
ﬁcation of highest quality clusters from a clustering. The
optimum clustering quality indicates that the distance of
genes from the same cluster is minimum while the distance
of genes from diﬀerent clusters is maximum.
We are interested in global or large-scale clustering val-
idation, including averages over single cluster qualities, to
compare diﬀerent levels of co-clustering using a SOM-
based algorithm (see below). Azuaje [1] combined diﬀerent
versions of the Dunn validity index [8]—based on diﬀerent
combinations of inner cluster and inter cluster distances—
into a framework to validate clusterings of gene expression
data. In this work we apply validity index I in Eq. (9), a
variant we derived from the popular Davies–Bouldin Index
(DBI) [6]:
IðCÞ :¼ 1
n
Xn
i¼1
1
n 1
Xn
j¼1
i6¼j
d innerðCiÞ þ d innerðCjÞ
d interðCi;CjÞ ; ð9Þ
where C = {C1, . . . ,Cn} is the given clustering, dinner(Ci)
is the inner cluster distance of a cluster Ci, and dinter(Ci,
Cj) denotes the inter cluster distance between two clus-
ters Ci and Cj. The index is small if the clusters are
compact and/or far distant from each other. Conse-
quently, a small index indicates a good clustering. In
the original deﬁnition of the Davies–Bouldin index, the
second average is replaced by a maximum which puts
more weight to single clusters. Moreover, dinner is deﬁned
originally as the standard deviation of a gene expression
vector from its cluster mean, while dinter is the distance
between two cluster means. Since it is diﬃcult to identify
cluster means for the GO distance (using d = dGO in
Eqs. (10) and (11)) we simply calculate the pairwise gene
distance or, more precisely, the root mean square (RMS)
distance:
d innerðCiÞ :¼ 1jCi j
2
  X
g1;g22Ci;g1 6¼g2
dðg1; g2Þ2
 !1=2
ð10Þ
and for i „ j:
d interðCi;CjÞ :¼ 1jCijjCjj
X
g12Ci;g22Cj
dðg1; g2Þ2
 !1=2
: ð11Þ
In the result section we will, in addition, discuss and apply
other, more speciﬁc cluster distances with some being de-
ﬁned particularly for self-organizing maps.
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In the following the center vector of each SOM cluster is
referred to as the structural center while all genes (or a sub-
set of these) that have been assigned to the cluster (and
their associated GO terms) act as its functional center.
Co-clustering means here that a gene expression-based
clustering and a Gene Ontology-based clustering are per-
formed in parallel. In principle, Algorithm 2 combines
the center-based clustering of standard SOMs (see Algo-
rithm 1) with representative-based clustering. The structur-
al part of this co-clustering method applies cluster means,
the functional part uses cluster representatives.
Algorithm 2. (SOM co-clustering)
(1) Initialize the (structural) center vectors f~cg0 of the
N · N SOM randomly.
(2) Initialize the functional centers C0 = {C1, . . . ,Cn} by
distributing all (or a subset of the) genes randomly
over the SOM locations.
(3) Train SOM using Euclidean distance dE and GO dis-
tance dGO:3 The standard error is deﬁned as standard deviation divided by
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
with
n is the number of runs.(a) Select each gene g exactly once per epoch and in
random order.
(b) Rank all clusters in ascending order by distance
dE(g, Ci) [see Eq. (6)] between their functional center
Ci and g.
(c) Among the m top ranking clusters select cluster i
with minimum weighted distance dw(g, Ci) [see
Eq. (8)].
(d) Update (structural) center vector ~ci of nearest
cluster i and all centers within its local neighborhood
using expression vector~g of gene g (see Algorithm 1).
(e) Update functional center Ci with g (by moving it
from its previously assigned center). If a maximum
center size has been exceeded, remove a gene accord-
ing to a certain selection criterion (optionally).
(f) After each epoch t = 1, . . . , tmax: Update settings
for learning rate a and neighborhood radius r (see
Algorithm 1). Update GO weight w and/or number
of GO-compared clusters m (optionally).
(4) Apply SOM by assigning each vector to its nearest
cluster (as done in Steps 3b and 3c). Result is cluster-
ing C0 ¼ fC01; . . . ;C0ng.
The initialization of the functional centers in Step 2 is
essential. Otherwise the GO distance to an empty SOM
location may not be maximum and may have a high impact
on the clustering result, especially on the cluster number.
In Step 3 (training phase) the ranking of clusters that are
nearest to a gene g is solely based on the Euclidean distance
between the SOM center vectors and expression vector ~g.
Intuitively, m allows vectors to be moved to clusters within
another type of structural ‘‘neighborhood’’ that is based on
their Euclidean distance to gene g (not on the SOM struc-
ture). Optionally, the two parameters, GO weight w and/ornumber of GO-compared clusters m, may be updated after
each epoch in diﬀerent possible directions. For the experi-
ments documented in this paper, however, we only applied
constant settings. Moreover, the GO inﬂuence will be con-
trolled by varying parameter m only. Parameter w is always
ﬁxed to 1 and thus dw (g,Ci) = dGO(g, Ci) [see Eqs. (7) and
(8)].
Using always all genes that are assigned to a cluster as
its functional center is feasible as long as the ratio of gene
number n and SOM size N2 is not too large. Otherwise,
such representatives might be selected more speciﬁcally
(Step 3e), already to limit the computational overhead.
Instead of just selecting a center gene randomly or rejecting
new genes after a certain maximum center size has been
exceeded, one might, for instance, replace the gene with
the largest GO distance to any other gene in the center.
The ﬁnal application phase (Step 4) is absolutely compulso-
ry if clusters and functional centers are not identical.
3. Results
Since SOM clustering applies a non-deterministic algo-
rithm, statistical evidence is given over multiple trials. All
values or plots (excluding example maps) in this paper rep-
resent results over minimum 20 independent clusterings. In
general this leads to a relatively low statistical standard
error3 (SE). Note that SOM clusterings from diﬀerent runs
cannot be compared position-wise. Similar clusters may be
located at completely diﬀerent SOM positions. Only the
distances and relative positions of clusters on the grid
structure are similar.
3.1. Gene expression—gene ontology correlation
A basic precondition of co-clustering is a suﬃcient cor-
relation between the applied multiple sources of informa-
tion. In our case, co-clustering is based on the
assumption that similar expression proﬁles are more likely
involved in similar biological processes. This requires suﬃ-
cient correlation between gene expression data and GO
annotations. In Lord et al. [20] correlation is demonstrated
between three diﬀerent GO similarity measures and
sequence similarity. Wang et al. [26] have shown that this
also holds true for the same set of GO similarity measures
and Pearson correlation coeﬃcients of gene expression
proﬁles.
Fig. 1 plots the GO similarity [see Eq. (3)] against the
(binned) Euclidean distance of expression proﬁles [see Eq.
(5)]. Distances are calculated over all 2264
2
 
gene pairs
and for the 50% of genes with highest variation in expres-
sion values (see Section 2). In both cases correlation is sig-
niﬁcant, even though rather weak in general. In the latter
case correlation is more pronounced (r = 0.072,
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Fig. 1. GO similarity vs. Euclidean distance of expression proﬁles. GO
similarity (Resnik [22]) vs. Euclidean distance of expression proﬁles. Clear
correlation when using all gene pairs. Higher correlation for smaller
Euclidean distances when including only genes with high variation (HV) in
expression values. Euclidean distances are binned to level out noise.
Table 2
Euclidean validity index and mean cluster distances
m IE d d
E
inner d
E
inter
1 1.16 1.00 2.5 4.7
2 1.22 1.05 2.7 4.6
8 1.38 1.19 3.0 4.6
32 1.64 1.41 3.6 4.5
64 1.81 1.56 4.0 4.4
r 2.00 — 4.4 4.4
Euclidean validity index IE, mean inner cluster distance d
E
inner, and mean
inter cluster distance dEinter. SEs similar to those of Table 1.
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especially for smaller Euclidean distances. Apparently, pro-
ﬁles with low expression levels are more noisy.
3.2. Clustering validation
One goal of co-clustering is to obtain a better (function-
al) clustering of the GO terms without necessarily a corre-
spondingly worse (structural) clustering of the gene
expression data. This trade-oﬀ, i.e., the inﬂuence of the
GO information, is controlled solely over the number of
GO-compared clusters m in the following (assuming always
w = 1 in Algorithm 2). For a N · N SOM, a pure GO-
based clustering corresponds to m = N2, while a pure
expression-based clustering corresponds to m = 1. Interme-
diate settings 1 < m < N2 mean co-clustering.
Tables 1 and 2 show results of 8 · 8 SOM clusterings.
Cluster validity indices IGO and IE (see Section 2) measure
how well the (combined) clusterings preserve the quality ofTable 1
GO validity index and mean cluster distances
m IGO d d
GO
inner d
GO
inter
1 1.78 1.00 4.5 4.9
2 1.59 1.12 4.0 5.0
8 1.11 1.60 2.9 5.2
32 0.61 2.92 1.6 5.4
64 0.40 4.45 1.1 5.5
r 2.00 — 4.9 4.9
GO validity index IGO, mean inner cluster distance d
GO
inner, and mean inter
cluster distance dGOinter. 8 · 8 SOM clustering using diﬀerent numbers of
GO-compared clusters m (during training). Smaller index value implies
better clustering. Standard errors (SEs) 60.01 for index values and 60.02
for distance values. Relative diﬀerence d compared to standard gene
expression clustering (m = 1). Index value about 10% higher in random
clustering r than for m = 1.the GO information or the expression information, respec-
tively. In general, a smaller index value indicates a better
clustering. By comparing relative diﬀerence factor d in both
Tables, one can see that the GO validity index IGO decreas-
es relatively more with m than the Euclidean validity index
IE increases. This indicates that at least to a certain degree
the clustering quality is relatively less reduced in terms of
the Euclidean distance than it is improved in terms of the
GO distance.
Tables 1 and 2 further show the eﬀect of m on the inner
and the inter cluster distance, each averaged over all cluster
pairs. The clustering quality improves if dinter increases
while dinner decreases [see Eqs. (10) and (11)]. As one might
expect, for the GO variant of both distances, a better clus-
tering quality is achieved with larger m, and for the Euclid-
ean variant with smaller m.
In both cases, inter cluster distances change less than
inner cluster distances which is partly a side-eﬀect from
the pairwise distance that is calculated between genes.
Pure GO-based SOM clustering (using m = 64) per-
forms slightly better than random clustering (r in Tables
1 and 2) in terms of the Euclidean index. Correspondingly,
a pure gene expression-based clustering (m = 1) performs
better than a random clustering when comparing the GO
indices. In both cases, the relative diﬀerence between the
validity indices is about 10%. We cannot directly conclude,
however, that this percentage reﬂects already all the com-
mon information that is in both data sources (see also Sec-
tions 3.7 and 4). In any case, combined clustering
conﬁgurations (1 < m < 64) may be found where both
GO index and Euclidean index are clearly smaller than
their random counterparts (always 2).
Another indicator for the common information content
in the two databases is the diﬀerence between the inner and
the inter cluster distance. While this diﬀerence is zero in a
random clustering, there is a small, but statistically highly
signiﬁcant (p> 0.01) diﬀerence when comparing the GO
equivalents for minimum m (see Table 1) and the Euclidean
equivalents for maximum m (see Table 2).
What is the optimum trade-oﬀ? To answer that question
we plot the sum of the normalized index values over diﬀer-
ent conﬁgurations for parameter m in Fig. 2 Both index
values, IGO and IE, are scaled to the same range ([0,1])
before summation. The optimum conﬁguration occurs
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Fig. 2. Sum of GO index and Euclidean index over number of GO-
compared clusters m. Sum of indices IGO + IE over number of GO-
compared clusters m. GO validity index IGO and Euclidean validity index
IE scaled to same range ([0,1]) before summation. Minimum means best
co-clustering, i.e., best trade-oﬀ in terms of both objectives. Optimum
conﬁguration for m is 16 here.
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posed to produce the best co-clustering, i.e., the best
trade-oﬀ in clustering quality between the gene expression
clustering, on the one hand, and the GO term clustering,
on the other hand.
One has to note, however, that the optimum setting
always depends on the applied validation and distance
measures, i.e., on the deﬁnition of clustering quality. The
DBI—like most other cluster validity indices—ignores the
SOM structure and does not measure how far the cluster
neighborhoods are preserved. It is also not appropriate to
compare clusterings of diﬀerent data using the same
SOM, e.g., during training and testing. Both cases require
other measures that will be introduced further below.
3.3. Merging of clusters
Co-clustering with additional functional information
allows the merging of structurally similar SOM clusters.
This is not practiced by combining full clusters explicitly.
Instead, the GO information helps to decide between clus-
ters whose expression proﬁles are similarly close to the pro-
ﬁle of a newly assigned gene (see Algorithm 2). At least to a
certain extend this is supposed to improve the biological
meaning of gene groups (1) by avoiding too small cluster
sizes and (2) by leveling out wrong and missing information
in the data sources.
The merging eﬀect is documented in Supplementary
Table 2. The number of clusters, i.e., non-empty SOM
positions, converges to a certain minimum with increasing
m, while clusters become larger on average and more diﬀer-
ent in size. The cluster number drops down to 42 for max-
imum m, but is reduced most for m 6 8 already.
Apparently, the inﬂuence of the GO information on this
clustering quality grows quite non-linear in m.Another beneﬁt of merging is that the ﬁnal clustering
depends less on the chosen size of the SOM, i.e, the maxi-
mum possible number of clusters (64). A certain self-adap-
tation of the cluster number by the clustering algorithm is
especially helpful when dealing with gene expression data.
For this type of data a general recommendation for the
choice of the cluster number can hardly be given [13].
3.4. GO slim mapping
The Gene Ontology provides the most detailed informa-
tion available by annotating gene products to the most
granular GO term(s). For example, if a gene product is
localized in the perinuclear space, it will be annotated to
that particular term, but not necessarily to the parent term
nucleus, too. In many cases, like the functional analysis of
gene expression clusters, it is useful to have a higher level
view of the Gene Ontology. The biological annotations of
(all genes in) a cluster are less ambiguous and much more
human-interpretable if a smaller subset of high-level GO
terms (GO Slim) is used instead of all GO terms, including
very many low-level terms. Therefore, more speciﬁc GO
terms have to be mapped to more general GO terms. Such
a GO Slim mapping does not only hide details but also lev-
els out noise.
Supplementary Table 1 contains a frequency distribu-
tion of the genes in the dataset over 32 diﬀerent GO Slim
terms (biological processes in yeast). For the following
experiments we reduce training set and test set to genes
which may be assigned to exactly one term. In total 995
genes out of the 1130 high variation genes are annotated
with exactly one GO Slim term (see also Section 2).
Note that the GO Slim subset is used only for visualiza-
tion purposes while still the full Gene Ontology is used for
computing the GO distance in Algorithm 2.
3.5. Clustering visualization and interpretation
To visualize the quality of a gene clustering in terms of
the gene expression information, on the one hand, and the
Gene Ontology information, on the other hand, we apply
two diﬀerent representations of SOMs.
Fig. 3 gives an example of a 6 · 6 SOM clustering with
each cluster’s content represented by its mean expression
proﬁle, i.e., the simple average over the expression vectors
of all genes in a cluster plotted over the vector positions
(time points). For the same clustering (of training genes)
Fig. 4 uses the mapping of genes to a single higher level
GO Slim term. Each cluster position of such a GO term
map holds a frequency distribution of terms. The diﬀerent
GO terms are ranked by their absolute number. A term
is only used here as a cluster annotation (and printed) if
it occurs more than once in its cluster.
This example represents a typical result of a self-orga-
nizing map if trained with a pure Euclidean distance func-
tion (m = 1). While the expression proﬁles are most diverse
over the whole SOM, proﬁles of neighboring clusters in
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Fig. 3. Gene expression map. Example 6 · 6 SOM clustering (training data) with mean expression proﬁles of clusters (over time points) and cluster sizes.
Standard gene expression-based clustering (m = 1). Clearly higher similarities between (directly) neighboring clusters. Genes regularly distributed over
SOM.
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clusters. The given cluster sizes demonstrate that genes are
distributed quite regularly over the SOM locations. Even
though the diﬀerences in cluster size may be still large,
empty SOM locations are not very frequent (see also Sec-
tion 3.3).
The corresponding clusters in Fig. 4, by comparison,
reveal relatively low (maximum) frequencies of GO Slim
terms and several diﬀerent terms per cluster. Nevertheless,
noticeable higher functional similarities may be observed
between annotations in neighboring SOM locations. Note
that for a pure expression-based clustering, these are
induced solely over correlations to structural similarities.
Besides, the cluster structure gives additional conﬁdence
in the correct clustering of a term if its location in the
SOM is close to other clusters holding the same term.
The cluster structure of the GO term map allows us to
get a better idea of the amount of biological informationthat is in the gene expression data. In doing so, closely
related biological terms do not necessarily have to fall
into the same cluster (see also Section 3.8). Instead, their
clusters may be just closely located on the SOM grid. In
the example map the upper left corner is clearly dominat-
ed by genes annotated with RNA metabolism. The SOM
region of these clusters overlaps—fully or at least part-
ly—with other connected regions whose genes take part
in dependent biological processes. These include tran-
scription, ribosome biogenesis, and DNA metabolism here.
It is interesting to note that some of the cluster regions,
e.g., RNA metabolism, express very similar functional
patterns in Fig. 3. Other less directly related processes
like transport fall into more distinct regions of the
map, in this case the bottom right corner. Thus, neigh-
borhood relations between diﬀerent SOM locations dem-
onstrate clearly that structurally similar regions have
similar function.
Fig. 4. GO term map. Example 6 · 6 SOM clustering (training data) with GO Slim terms of each cluster ranked by absolute frequency. Standard gene
expression-based clustering (m = 1). Same SOM clustering as in Fig. 3. Higher functional correlations between (directly) neighboring clusters. Terms with
frequency 1 not printed.
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In the Supplementary material4 two additional example
clusterings are shown5: a combined clustering using both
the Euclidean distance and the GO distance (m = 4) and
a pure GO-based clustering (m = 36). For each clustering
there are shown four diﬀerent ﬁgures, including a gene
expression map and a GO term map for both training data
and test data.
For larger values of m, there are more diﬀerent expres-
sion proﬁles assigned to a cluster, causing the average pro-
ﬁle to ﬂatten out over the time points. Moreover, the
average expression proﬁles become more similar between
(arbitrary) clusters. On the other hand, higher numbers
of GO Slim terms and fewer diﬀerent terms per cluster
may be observed. The neighborhood relations between
adjacent clusters, however, become weaker in both gene
expression maps and GO term maps. All these develop-
ments reach a peak level for maximum m (see Supplemen-
tary Figures 5 and 11). In a pure GO-based clustering,
higher (structural and functional) correlations between
adjacent clusters may only be random eﬀects.
Positive features—smaller inner and larger inter cluster
distance—are to be found in a co-clustering for both clus-
tering objectives. To what extent these appear depends on
the co-clustering level, i.e., the conﬁguration of m. In Sup-
plementary Figure 3 cluster proﬁles are only slightly less
diverse (globally) compared to Fig. 3 while local neighbor-
hoods are still preserved. Instead, functional cluster anno-4 Due to space limitations we refer to some Supplementary ﬁgures here.
5 Supplementary Figures 1 and 7 are identical to Figs. 3 and 4.tations are biologically more clearly deﬁned, i.e., more
genes with the same GO Slim term fall into the same clus-
ters, when comparing Supplementary Figure 9 with Fig. 4.
Functional relations between (direct) cluster neighbors are,
however, relatively weaker in this example and better pre-
served for smaller m > 1.
To understand why the functional neighborhood rela-
tions of SOM clusters do not become stronger for larger
m, one should keep in mind, that our co-clustering
approach does not include a direct neighborhood adapta-
tion for the GO terms. Actually, a functional neighbor-
hood may be established only indirectly over correlations
to the structural neighborhood.
Test data is assigned to the self-organizing map using
the same m value as during training. When comparing
the expression proﬁles of training clusters and test clusters
at equal SOM positions, these are obviously most similar in
pure gene expression-based clusterings (compare Supple-
mentary Figures 1 and 2). Noticeable functional similarities
exist between the corresponding GO Slim maps (see also
Section 3.8). It is important to realize that these are
induced only indirectly over the structural similarities.
The opposite case may be observed in pure GO-based
clusterings where training terms and test terms are most
similar for same SOM locations (see Supplementary Fig-
ures 11 and 12). Even though the gene expression informa-
tion is not used for clustering here, there are still noticeable
similarities between the corresponding mean expression
maps.
Using the GO distance exclusively does not necessarily
lead to an absolutely perfect clustering of GO Slim terms.
Genes annotated with the same GO Slim term, like trans-
port, do not necessarily fall into the same cluster (see Sup-
Table 3
Euclidean-based SOM validation
m dEpos d
E
inter d
E
neigh
1 0.65 2.65 1.66
2 0.75 2.64 1.67
8 0.90 2.42 1.66
36 1.00 1.34 1.27
r 1.23 1.02 1.02
Cluster distance dE deﬁned as Euclidean distance between mean expression
proﬁles. Position-wise distance dpos between test and training clusters at
same location in 6 · 6 SOM. Corresponding distance to random test
clustering r. Inner cluster distance dinner of either clustering is constantly 0.
Global inter cluster distance dinter between diﬀerent training clusters (sim-
ilar for testing). Local inter cluster or neighborhood distance dneigh between
directly neighboring cluster positions. Corresponding distances for ran-
dom training clustering r. SEs 6 0.02 for dpos and 60.03 for the other
distance values.
Table 4
GO-based SOM validation
m dGOpos d
GO
inter d
GO
neigh
1 0.54 0.81 0.65
2 0.48 0.84 0.76
8 0.31 0.90 0.92
36 0.16 0.91 0.90
r 0.77 0.75 0.75
Cluster distance dGO (Ci, Cj) deﬁned as the proportion of GO Slim terms
from a cluster Ci that do not occur in a cluster Cj (maximum distance 1).
Only terms with frequency 2 or higher are considered. SEs 6 0.02 for dpos
and 60.01 for the other distance values.
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between two genes is measured as the (minimum) pairwise
distance between all their GO terms [see Eq. (4)] and not
directly between their GO Slim terms. Considering the fact
that (especially lower-level) GO term annotations may be
ambiguous and erroneous in databases, it is interesting that
the result comes so close to a perfect clustering of higher-
level terms.
3.7. SOM validation
While the above observations are made on the basis of
examples, they will now be conﬁrmed by averaging results
over multiple SOM clusterings. Therefore, in this section
we deﬁne distances that operate directly on the diﬀerent
feature maps.
Fig. 5 visualizes the mean ranking of (diﬀerent) GO Slim
terms in a cluster by their absolute frequency (number).
For each rank the number of terms is averaged over all
clusters and clusterings, ignoring the fact that diﬀerent
terms may have this rank in diﬀerent clusters. If the GO
inﬂuence is conﬁgured larger (using m) the number of terms
increases, especially at rank 1, and less diﬀerent terms fall
into a cluster. Pure gene expression clustering (m = 1)
turned out to be slightly better than pure random clustering
(r) in this sense (see also below).
Tables 3 and 4 summarize results for the following
three distance variants all based on a certain cluster
distance d.
h Position-wise distance dpos is deﬁned as the average
distance over all pairs of test and training clusters
at the same SOM position.Fig. 5. Mean ranking of GO Slim terms in a (training) cluster by absolute
number over all clusters and clusterings, ignoring diﬀerent term identiﬁers
at the same rank. Rankings shown for diﬀerent numbers of GO-compared
clusters m and random clustering r. Higher (maximum) numbers of GO
Slim terms and less diﬀerent terms occur in clusters with larger m. Very
similar distribution in test clusters (not shown).h (Global) inter cluster distance dinter denotes the aver-
age distance over all pairs of diﬀerent clusters (from
the same clustering).
h (Local) neighborhood distance dneigh includes only
directly neighboring SOM locations, instead. Two
clusters are considered as direct neighbors if their
SOM coordinates have maximum Euclidean distanceﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. Each cluster may have 8 direct neighbors at the
most.
While dinter is independent of neighborhood relations
between clusters, dpos and dneigh exploit speciﬁc qualities
of the SOM structure. dpos measures the generalization
ability of a SOM, i.e., how far the self-organizing map
has learned to cluster (unknown) data that is diﬀerent from
the training data. The diﬀerence between dneigh to dinter
reﬂects how much more similar two neighboring clusters
are on average than two arbitrary clusters.
In Table 3 cluster distance d is deﬁned as the Euclidean
distance between the mean expression proﬁles of two clus-
ters. In Table 4 d (Ci, Cj) is the proportion of (diﬀerent) GO
Slim terms in cluster Ci that do not occur in cluster Cj (non-
symmetric distance). It means that only the Boolean
distance is calculated between GO Slim terms (0 = identi-
cal, 1 = diﬀerent), the GO distance [deﬁned by Eq. (2)] is
not taken into account. Moreover, this deﬁnition is
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frequencies in a cluster (apart from the fact that only terms
with frequency 2 or higher are considered). This minimum
threshold might be selected higher with higher numbers of
genes per cluster.
Both cluster distances are closely related to the feature
maps used for visualization, in contrast to the cluster dis-
tance deﬁned on the basis of pairwise gene distances. [see
Eqs. (10) and (11)].
Results of both tables may be summarized as follows.
First, the Euclidean-based distance dEpos increases between
training and test clusters (in Table 3) together with the
number of GO-compared clusters m, while the GO-based
counterpart dGOpos decreases (in Table 4). Not surprisingly,
the generalization ability of the SOM is best with one or
the other measure if its inﬂuence during training is maxi-
mum. In both tables relative diﬀerences between the train-
ing clustering (for m = 36 in Table 3 and m = 1 in Table 4)
and a random test clustering have been found to be signif-
icantly larger.
Second, average Euclidean-based distance dEneigh in Table
3 documents clearly higher similarities of training clusters
in a local SOM neighborhood. The diﬀerence to the (glob-
al) inter cluster distance dEinter hardly changes up to m = 8 at
least. As reported in Section 3.2, this shows again that co-
clustering aﬀects the clustering quality less in terms of the
gene expression data than the GO terms (see below). When
clustering with the GO distance only (m = 36) this diﬀer-
ence (almost) disappears because there is no active adapta-
tion of the Euclidean neighborhoods anymore.
Nevertheless, both inter cluster distances are clearly smaller
in a pure random clustering.
GO-based distances dGOinter and d
GO
neigh in Table 4 show a
diﬀerence of about 16% for standard clustering (m = 1).
This means an almost twice as high cluster similarity in
direct neighborhoods. The diﬀerence shrinks to about 8%
already for m = 2 and is not visible for mP 8 anymore.
As argued in the previous section, functional relations
between clusters are only induced indirectly over structural
relations. The latter become weaker if the inﬂuence of the
gene expression information is reduced.
All experiments include comparisons between pure gene
expression-based (GO-based) clustering and random clus-
tering using only GO-based (Euclidean-based) distances.
In general, relative diﬀerences are higher for the SOM-re-
lated cluster distances used here than for the cluster dis-
tance used in Tables 1 and 2. This reveals a higher
amount of mutual information that is contained in the gene
annotations and the gene expression data.
3.8. Function prediction
Trained SOMs may be applied as explicit function pre-
dictors such that genes of unknown function are classiﬁed
based on the structural objective only, i.e., the gene expres-
sion information. In doing so, the existing GO annotations
of the destination clusters may be associated with thesegenes. Obviously, this requires that the common functional
proﬁle of all genes in a cluster is clearly deﬁned and not too
diverse.
In the previous section GO Slim maps have been used to
measure the generalization ability of SOMs in terms of
(co-)clustering. Test genes are assigned to a trained SOM
using the same m value as during training. Then test and
training clusters are compared position-wise by calculating
the probability (dpos) with which a GO Slim term in a test
cluster does not appear in the corresponding training cluster.
In contrast to that, test genes are assigned here without
using their GO annotations, i.e., m is always 1 during test-
ing. Thus, only results concerning pure expression-based
clustering apply here as well. An average rate of 46% com-
mon GO Slim terms in test clusters and training clusters is
reported (dpos = 0.54 in Table 4). The best prediction rate is
55% (out of 20 SOM clusterings). When comparing train-
ing clusterings with random test clusterings, chances drop
down to 23 percent (dpos = 0.77 in Table 4) on average
and 27% at best.
What one has to consider here is that prediction quality
is measured based on GO terms at the same cluster position
only, not including terms in neighboring clusters. The
neighborhood structure of SOM clusters is able to reveal
functional correlations even for test genes that do not
exactly fall into the perfect (GO-closest) training cluster.
By searching the direct cluster neighborhood in such a case,
function prediction becomes less precise but is still possible,
unlike other methods, e.g., unstructured k-means cluster-
ing. Of course, the prediction quality also depends on the
distribution of terms over training genes and test genes.
Although gene function prediction, by deﬁnition, is
based on the expression data only, it may still proﬁt from
co-clustering, at least if SOMs are trained with compara-
tively small settings for parameters m (>1) and w (not doc-
umented). In this way, the (structural) center vectors of the
SOM are not altered too much in favor of a better func-
tional annotation of genes and clusters.
4. Discussion and conclusions
In addition to the discussions of single results, this sec-
tion brings results together and draws more general conclu-
sions. This includes also other experimental experiences we
made which could not be documented in detail here.
All experiments in this paper have been performed, in
addition, with an equally-sized training set selected from
the full gene set, including low variation genes. Compared
to using high variation genes only, results are similar in
principle, but may diﬀer in detail. A lower correlation with
GO distance for smaller gene expression distances has
already been reported in Results. Changes become most
obvious for gene expression maps and GO term maps.
Mean expression levels diﬀer less over the samples as well
as between clusters. Even though higher GO term similar-
ities are still measurable between neighboring clusters, they
are less clearly visible. That is, both structural and
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excluding low variation genes.
The cdc28 time series in the Spellman dataset [24] (see
Section 2) is identical to the popular Cho data [5] (except
for renormalization). This data has been used to verify that
our results (based on the cdc15 time series) do not depend
too much on experimental conditions. In general, results
turned out to be surprisingly similar if based on the
cdc28 data.
We analyzed the amount of functional (GO) information
that is contained in gene expression data and gene expression
clusterings. First, correlation between GO distance and
Euclidean distance has been found to be signiﬁcant, especial-
ly when selecting genes with a higher variation in expression
values. Second, pure Euclidean-based clustering has been
compared with random clustering on the basis of pure GO-
based measures and visualizations. On the one hand, diﬀer-
ences have been found relatively small when using general
cluster validity indices (and cluster distances) tomeasure tra-
ditional clustering qualities—small inner and large inter
cluster distance. This alone would hint to a rather low
amount of GO information in the applied gene expression
data. Higher relative diﬀerences to random clustering are
revealed by cluster distances deﬁned on the SOM feature
maps. On the other hand, clearly higher functional similari-
ties between neighboring SOMclusters are induced by a pure
structural clustering. This becomes clearly evident by visual
inspection of the GO Slim maps (see Fig. 4 for a representa-
tive example). On average, an almost twice as high GO sim-
ilarity was calculated compared to more distant clusters in
the SOM.
The inﬂuence of parameter m in our co-clustering
algorithm, i.e., the m closest clusters in terms of the
Euclidean distance which are compared in terms of the
GO distance, may be summarized as follows. In general,
a higher m value leads to a worse structural, but a better
functional clustering. However, at least for moderate m
values a better functional clustering (of GO annotations)
is possible without a correspondingly worse structural
clustering (of gene expression proﬁles). That is, the clus-
tering quality seems to be relatively less aﬀected in terms
of the Euclidean distance than is true for the GO dis-
tance. This has been found when measuring traditional
qualities—based on a low inner cluster distance and a
high inter cluster distance—and when comparing distanc-
es between arbitrary and adjacent clusters in the SOM
structure. In the latter case, the functional neighborhoods
get lost with a smaller m than is the case for the
structural neighborhoods.
The closest cluster neighborhoods occur with the worst
clustering quality in terms of the GO distance, i.e., the larg-
est inner cluster the smallest inter cluster distances. This is
a consequence, at least for the most part, from the lack of
an explicit neighborhood adaptation of the functional cen-
ters in Algorithm 2, as this exists for the structural centers.
Such a mechanism would require that the same term is
added to the functional center of both the closest clusterand some of its neighbors. Hence, there is not only a
trade-oﬀ between the inﬂuences of diﬀerent clustering
objectives to solve, but between diﬀerent clustering quali-
ties, too.
As already mentioned in Section 3.2, there is no general
optimum setting for co-clustering parameter m. This
depends not only on the qualities that are deﬁned by the
applied distance and validation measures but also on the
quality and noise level of the applied datasets. By clustering
genes with a lower variation in expression levels the same
clustering quality has been found with a larger m value
than is required for higher variation genes. Obviously,
the m selected clusters will be more diverse in the latter
case. It should be further noted that the inﬂuence of the
GO information on some clustering qualities is quite
non-linear in m. In general, setting m = 8 has been found
to induce already a quite high GO inﬂuence with our data.
The diﬀerent analysis techniques presented in the paper
may be used to identify the best setting of m for other gene
expression data.
A slight inﬂuence of GO information by a small m value
(e.g., m = 2 and possibly w < 1) might be recommended, if
the goal of co-clustering is to achieve a better gene expres-
sion clustering, i.e., to ﬁnd groups of genes that are co-reg-
ulated in the ﬁrst place. This is supposed to change the
clustering of relatively few genes with borderline proﬁles
only and not necessarily to level out larger errors or noise.
Instead, if the purpose of co-clustering is to obtain the most
correct grouping and separation of genes according to both
clustering objectives—ignoring the (functional) cluster
neighborhood—a larger m value may be a better choice,
as this has been suggested by the validity index applied here
(see Fig. 2).
Besides clustering, databases of gene annotations may
be completed by deriving SOM-based prediction models
to detect functions of unknown (non-annotated) genes. In
doing so, the precision of predictions is improved signiﬁ-
cantly by using a limited selection of GO terms only. The
granularity and the number of these terms may be made
dependent on a lower, i.e., less general, GO level than
has been done here.
Larger functional regions which are imposed by the
neighborhood structure of the SOM clusters give addition-
al conﬁdence in both the correctness (enrichment) of exist-
ing cluster annotations and the newly predicted gene
functions. Moreover, the positions of the functional
regions on the SOM towards each other and the overlaps
between them have the potential of revealing new relation-
ships between and hypotheses about genes and gene clus-
ters. We found clear separations as well as overlaps of
functional regions in GO Slim maps to be biologically
reasonable.
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